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SUMMARY

Evidence of non-uniform flow at the exit of centrifugal impeller p-sages

is discussed and a Roesby  number W/"R, which governs the stable location of

wake flow in the exit plane of an impeller ie presented. In impeller6 with

large Rossby numbers the stable location of the wake ie on the shroud wall;

wakes on the suction side wall are stable in impellers  with low Rosmrby  numbers.

The ability of a marching-integration procedure to compute a three-

dimensional rotating flow with large secondary velocities leading to the formation

of a wake is demonstrated. A possible approach to the calculation of three-

dimensional impeller flow ie suggested.

*Replaces A-R-C.37 194.
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Introduction-_I
The flow in a centrifugal pump or compressor Is

a complex vSecoua three-dimensional flow in which the

effects of rotation and curvature promote the

development of non-unlform flow. Thus, while the Inlet

flow may have uniform properties and the outlet flow

may also be approximately unlform, the work Input and

the efficiency of the machine ar3 governed by the

non-uniform flow which la delivered by the Impeller to

the diffueer.

It Is therefore necessary to h,awe  a detailed

understanding of the development of the three-dimensional

flow In the rotating Impeller and Its subsequent

development in the stationary diffuser, if one is to

calculate and predict the performance of centrifugal

machines.

Nonyunlform  flow at impeller exit-- -____  -- _---.--  - -- -_---
Non-uniform velocity profiles at the exit of

centrifugal impeller passages have been observed for

over 50 years. In fact, even before Prandtl'a famous

paper on the boundary layer, there was a suggestion In

1902 by J.A.  Smith (1) (reported by Gibson (2)) that

under certain conditions the flow tends to leave the

leading face (suction side)  of a centrifugal pump

Impeller passage. The flow then passes along the

trailing face (pre5sure side) and there Is a region

(3)



of "dead" fluid on the leading face. This work and

the classic work of Carrard (3,4) In 1923 was concerned

with flow in two-dimensional radial-flow impellers.

Carrard modelled the impeller flow aa 'le Jet et la

zone neutre" in what appears to be the first use of the

I'jet-wake"  flow model. However, the concept of a

neutral zone or wake was not new in 1923 and Carrard

states that "the hypothesis  of the existence of a

neutral zone is not new in Itself: it has long been

supposed that the channels of (centrifugal ) wheels must

not work with a uniformly filled cross-section."

Carrard made pressure measurements in centrifugal

impellers which showed wake flows associated with

separation at the leading edge of the Impeller blades on

both the suction side at low flow rates and the pressure

side at high flow rates. But he also showed that at

certain intermediate flow rates the neutral zone

started along the suction surface away from the Impeller

inlet. He calculated the velocity dlstrlbutlon  in the

jet using Flugel's  (5,6) streamline curvature method

and he assumed a zero velocity for the fluid in the

wake. Thus, he was able to obtain remarkably good

agreement between the measured and calculated velocity

distributions and pressure-rise characteristics of his

impellers over their whole flow range.

This two-dimensional picture of a jet-wake flow

was used to explain observed impeller flow for many

(4)



years (740). Indeed, in the slow speed rig used by

Cheshire  (11) to study impeller flow during the

development of the early jet engines, it was found that

there was "an intense region of high radial velocity

at the driving face, the velocity diminishing rapidly

towards the trailing face: the.total  head loss

Increasing rapidly 1n"thl.s dlreotlon  also." Cheshire

concluded that "this state can only be caused by total

head loss at the trailing face before entering the

radial portion, and this is of such magnitude as to

represent a complete breakaway of the flow," and his

analysis of flow incidence angles at the impeller inlet

supported this conclusion.

Secondary Flow

Evidence of a jet-wake flow that was not uniform

from hub to shroud was presented by Kearton (8) In 1933.

But the study of the three-dimensional character of

impeller flows did not begin until the 1950's when

several papers (12-15) were published on the generation

of a streamwise  component of vortlcity In flows in

curved and rotating passages. These studies considered

the Inviscid development of flow containing vortlcity

initially oriented perpendicular to the flow direction.

They gave a quantitative understanding of the

development of secondary flow in regions where viscosity

*N.B. Cheshire (11) refers to the trailing face (auction

side) of the impeller blade while Gibson (2) refers to the

trailing face (preseure side) of the impeller passage.

(5)



wae unimportant and a qualitative picture of eeoondary

flow elsewhere. Thus, based on the reeults of hIa

study of lncompreeslble  flow A.& Smith (15) preeented
a qualltatlve  dlscueslon of the secondary flow8 In the

Impeller of a centrifugal compre880r.

The equations governing the development of the

etre&mwlse  vortlclty along a relative streamline which

was derived by Smith (15) has recently been preeented

in the following simple form by Hawthorne (16);

=+ . (1)

Here p* = p t *p(W2  - ti2r2) le the rotary stagnation

pre88ur8, W Is the fluid velocity relative tothe  rotor

and wr Is the rotor tangential velocity; and the

equation la expressed In atreamllne coordinates where 8

Is the streamwlae direction, n the normal dlrectlon

and b the blnormal direction. The two terms

contributing to the generation of the streamwise  vortlclty

43 are due to curvature of the streamlines with radlue

Rn and to rotation with angular velocity w about the

axle of rotation 2. They are associated with gradienta

of rotary stagnation pressure In the blnormal and

axial directions, respectively.

Smith (15) considered the generation of etreamwlee

vortlcity In the axial inducer of the Impeller where

the relative tangential velocity of the Inlet flow la



reduced and in the radial section near the impeller

outlet. In the inducer he noted that boundary layers

on the hub and shroud walls of the inlet duct would

produce radial gradients of p*,which  would combine

with the tangentially oriented radius of curvature to

produce streamwise vorticity. This vorticity would

convect fluid with low p*':. towards the suction side of

the passage along both the hub and shroud walls. In

the radial section of the Impeller boundary layera on

the hub and shroud walls produce gradients of p*'in the

axial direction which would combine with the rotation

to produce more etreamwise  vorticity. Again this

vorticlty would convect fluid with low p* towards the

suction side.

Smith noted that Cheshire (11) had found a region

of fluid with low p" on the suction side of his

impeller passage and he made two intereating  observations

on this fact. Firstly, he observed that if all the

fluid with low p* were located on the auction side in

the radial part of the impeller then there could be no

further generation of streamwiee vorticity. In fact,

the condition that p* becomes smaller aa the suction

side of the radial channel is approached Is a stable

one. Secondly, the two processes for generating

streamwise vortlcity which he described will result in

a tendency for the frictional boundary layer generated

(7)



on the channel walls to be swept to the suction side

of the channel.

Actually, there Is a third and possibly more

important proceee for generating streamwlse  vorticlty

and this io associated with the curvature from the

axial to the radial direction8  and with tangential

gradients of p". Thus, this third process will

Influence boundary layer fluid on the suction and

pressure aldes of the impeller paeoage and It will

generate etreamwlse  vortlcity such that this fluid will

tend to migrate toward8 the shroud wall. In two

dimensional Impellers this effect will be ne@iglble

and fluid wlth low p* will tend to settle uniformly over

the suction wall ae observed by Carrard (3). In three

dimensional Impellers, however, It can be a large effect

and the fluid with low p* Is often found either in the

shroud- suction-side corner or completely  on the

shroud wall.



Observations of Three-Dimens130nal Flow in Im_eellerse-w------ - ---- --*--_-.-.-.------  ----.--- _.--_- - -
Substantial evidence for the exlatence  of three

dimensional flow in centrifugal impellers has been

obtained since 1350, and the flows observed are In

general agreement with the secondary flow picture

outlined above.

A major programme  of research to investigate the

flow In the Impellers of centrifugal compressors was

conducted by NACA and the results of these Investigations

were summarlsed  by Hamrick  (17) In 1955. Hamrick

presents the results of detailed measurements (18) of

static pressure, stagnation pressure and velocity In

an essentially two-dimenelonal  radial-flow Impeller.

This was tested over a range of flow rates at a

constant speed and the results show the effects of

off-design flow angles at the impeller Inlet, secondary

flows and flow throug,h the tip clearance between the

blades and the stationary shroud wall.

At approximately one-half the design flow rate

there was separation at the inlet on the suction side

of the blades near the shroud. The fluid with low p*

associated with this separated flow passed down the

charmel and flowed from the shroud-suction-side corner

until it was distributed approximately uniformly over

the suction side wall - the stabie location in the

(9)



two-dimensional  Impeller. Towards the exit of the

impeller the hub-nhroud height of the impeller

passages became small compared with the blade-to-blade

wldth of the passage (1:5.5). Then the flow through

the tip-clearance (-3.3 $) had a slgnlfloant  effect on

the flow in the Impeller passages; It caused secondary

flows which tended to extend the region of low p*

fluid onto the shroud wall.

At approximately 1.5 times the deeign  flow rate

there was separation at the Inlet on the pressure aide

of the blades again near the shroud. The fluid with

low p* was convected by secondary flow aoroas the shroud

wall to a position near the suction side where It

remained, showing no tendency to move onto the euctlon

slde wall. Thla suggests that the Influence of the

curvature from the axial to the radial direction on the

generation of streaawlse  vortllcity  is relatively larger

than the influence of rotatlon. The relative importance

of curvature and rotation aa influences on secondary

flow may be eetimated  uelng  the Roaaby  number w
+

WRn
+ Hawthorne (16) and Lakshminarayana  and Horlock (19)

consider the relative Importance of rotatfon and curvature

in the plane of rotation, such as may be found with

forward or backward curved Impeller blades. They we a

Roesby  number with the corresponding radius of curvature

and they comment that in centrifugal compressors their

Rossby  number '1s unlikely to be greater than l/4, 80

that rotation induced eecondary  vorticity  dominates."

(10)



(see equation (1)). Since the rotatlon  rate w and

the radius of curvature R, of the flow from the axial

to radial dlrectlona  were fixed for the constant speed

teats on the NACA impeller, the influence of curvature

will become more important at hi& flow ratea. For

the teat results presented by Hamrlck, the value8 of the

Roeeby number may be estimated to be l/4 at the design

flow rate, 318 at 1.5 times design  flow and l/8 at

0.5 times design flow. These figures susgeet that

rotation was important at all flow rates, that rotation

was dominant at low flow rates and that curvature and

rotation were of approximately equal importance at the

high flow r&t&s In the NACA tests.

At the design flow rate the I.088 of stagnation

pressure at the inlet was relatively small a8 the flow

did not separate from the blade surfaces. Thus the

secondary flowa were associated with boundary layer

growth. However, as the outlet crose-sectional  area

of the impeller passage was approximately equal to the

Inlet throat &tie&, the change6 in relative velocity

were small and the boundary layers did not thlcken

appreciably. Flufd with low p* accumulated on time

suction side wall due to the action of secondaryr,flows,

but the stagnation pressure losses associated with this

fluid were small compared wlth the lessee caused near

the shroud wall by flow through the tip-clearance.



It may be concluded frum Hamrick's  results that

the flow  dlatrlbutlon  at the exit of a centrifugal
impeller can be strongly influenced by aecmdary  flow.

The eecondary  Plow IS caueed by the curvature and

ratatlon uf the Vnpeller  passa~fe~ The final location

of low atagrmtlon  preaaure  fluid in the cram-aactional

plane at the exit  of the Impeller depends on the

relative  magnitude of the two effects and on how far

the gmeratlon  of atreamwise  vortlcity  has progressed.

Even In the nearly two-dlLmenalona1  Impeller umd by

HamrIck  the effects of curvature were s9gnificant  at

high flow rates and the Plutd with law etagnatlon

pressure moved towarda the tJhrouB  wall.

An impeller In which the effect8  of curvature are

men mom inpartant  has been tested recently by Eckardt

(20)  l At the test condition  of 14000 RPM and a mass

flaw rate of 5.31 kg/a the Qa1U8 of the Rossby  number

W/w%  for  Eokardt’a  impeller  fs approximately  1.0.

An extrapolation of' Hamrlck's  results  suggaste  that

fluid :qlth  low 8tagmtion  pressure will accumulate an

the shroud wall and thla fs exactly what Eckardt

observed, Eokardt  commenta  In mower to d3.scusaion  of

his paper that "the cirCumierantia1  position af it8

(the wake’s) cure, In the preserlted  case at y/t:Q,65,

shifts between g/t= 0,5 - 0.8, tiePending  on mass flow

and speed," Although he offer8 no further cumment, It

1s clear from the present argument that 8 stable wake

locetiton  closer to the suction Sic8 (y/t=o.8) 1s



expected at high speed and low flow, and a stable wake

location towards the middle of the shroud wall Is

expected at low speed and high flow.

Influence of Impeller Exit Flow on Diffuser Performance--
A question which mturally  arlees at this point Is

where in the impeller exit plane would the designer

wish to have the low stagnation preeaure fluid if he had

the choice ? Indeed, how la the performance of the

diffuser influenced by the location ?

Much attention has been concentrated on the

subsequent development of jet-wake flow In vaneless

dlffueers. Several workers (21-23)  have considered the case

of jet and wake flows which  are uniform between the hub and

shroud walls. But aa we have seen such flow is

associated with a small Rossby  number, and even the

nearly two-dimensional impeller  of Hamrick  (18) only

produced axially uniform flow at low flow rates. Thus,

It is a speolal  case and the work of Ellis (24) and

Rebernlk(25)  has shown that this Is only one of many

different exit flow distribution8  and it leads to only

one of many flows in the vanelees'  diffuser. Furthermore,

as the Roasby  number changes with flow rate, the

Impeller exit flow dlatrlbutlon  will also change unless

the Rossby  number Is very large or very small. The

designer needs to know what flow to produce at the

impeller exit and how to produce It.

(13)



Wake Flow or Back-Flow 1- - - -
The accumulated low stagnation pressure fluld

obeerved by Hamrick  and Eckardt had a slgnlfirzant  radial

velocity even at the exit of the impeller. In the case

of Hamrlok'e  impeller this was due to the relatively

constant area of the passages and even when the blade

unloaded on the suction side the fluid had sufficient

momentum to continue  down the channel. In Eckcrdt's

impeller the low momentum fluid was away from the

suction side and so It did not experience the unloading  of

the blades. In bothlcases  this fluid 1s a significant

fraction of the total mass-flow rate and Eckardt states

that It Is about 15 $ of his Impeller flow. In both

ca8es also this wake flow exhibits no reverse flow.

It Is not a separated flow In the sense of two-dimensional

boundary layer separation; It Is instead an

accumulation of low momentum fluid which has flowed

towards the low pressure regions of the channel by the

action of secondary flows. These observations are of

great Importance to the designer for they Indicate that

he may be able to calculate the wake flow as well as

the jet flow by marching-integration methods, starting

at the impeller Inlet and marching to the exit.

(14)



Requirements for a aalculatlon  Proceduree---p ---
It is apparent from the dlscusaion  above that

the calculation of the performance of centrifugal

machines will be complex in all but the simplest cases.

Carrard was able to calculate the pressure rise in his

two-dimensional Impellers uelng  a simple two-dlmenelonal

Jet-wake model and considering only the flow In the

rotor. But two-dimensional flow is a speci81 caee and

practical machlnes wlth an axial Inlet and a radial

outlet exhibit three-dlmsnelonal flow with secondary

flow velocities that can be locally large compared with

the throu& flow velocity. An extension of Carrard's

ideaa is required and this must Include a calculation

of the three-dimensional flow including the Jet and the

wake flow and allowing the locatlon of the wake to be

governed by secondary flow. It must alao include an

analysis of the subsequent  development of the non-

uniform Impeller exit flow as It passes throu& a

vaneless  diffuser and then poseibly through a vaned

diffuser  as well.

The source8 of fluid with low etagnation pressure

which accumulate a8 a wake flow are

l/ boundary layers on the walls of the impeller channels,

2/ separated flow at the Impeller inlet,

3/ boundary layer flow and regions of low stagnation

pressure in the inlet flow,



4/ flow through the tip-clearance between the impeller

blades and the stationary shroud wall.

A calculation procedure for impeller flow should

Include each of these sources and a method of

calculating their convection towards the wake. The

convection la influenced by curvature In the inducer and

in the axial to the radial bend and by rotation.

It Is clear that only a general c&iLculatlon  scheme for

three-dimensional flow will handle all theee effects

simultaneously.

Moore (26) has shown that such calculations can

be made for a relatively simple flow in the rotating

radial-flow passage shown in Figure 1. In Moore's

flow the sources of low stagnation  pressure fluid were

the boundary layers and the inlet flow. But his simple

analysis included only the effects of the boundary

layers and neglected secondary flow in the potential

flow which was assumed to have uniform stagnation

pressure. Nevertheleee,  he was able to calculate the

development of the boundary layers on all four walls

of the rectangular passage and he showed that secondary

flows developing on the hub and shroud walls were of

sufficient  magnitude to convect low-momentum boundary

layer fluid to a wake on the suction aide of the paesage.

Moore's calculation procedure was specifically  intended

for his simple geometry. The potential flow analysis

(16)



applied to simple two-dimensional radial flow and the

boundary layer analysis was epeciflc to the walls of

his rectangular passage. The procedure can not be

easily extended to more complex geometrlee. However,

It contains a calculation  of the whole flow and it

allows the migration of boundary layer fluid towards a

wake. A method with more generality which lncludea these

features Is necessary for Impeller flow calculations.

A MarchIn%-Inteatlon  Calculation Procedure for- -
Impeller Flows

A marchlng  1nteq;ratlon  procedure for the calculation

of three-dimensional para.bollc  flow8 has been suggested

by Patankar and Spaldlng (27). Thle may be extended

and combined with the resulta of an lnvlecld etreamllne-

curvature calculation to give an economical procedure

for calculating three-dlmenelonal vlscoue  flow

throut?;hout  an Impeller passage.

The procedure hinges on the slmulta~neoua  solution

of the continuity and momentum eyuatlone  In finite

difference form. These equations for steady flow may

be written In vector form as

and

where X Is the body force vector and n Is the stress

tensor (28).

(17)



For a marching Integration to be possible we

muet choose the direction  of marohlng  such that the

velocity always has a positive component in this

direction. Since impeller  geometries vary wldely we

consider the flow In general orthogonal coordinates

81' 82’  83’ with scaling factora  hl, h2, h3 and

velocity components ul, u2 and u
3

. The marching

Integration proceeds In the s1 direction, which closely

follows the direction of bulk flow.

Llnearlzation,f  the momentum equation.me-
To Integrate the momentum equation over a forward

step we first divide the equation Into two parts; the

flrot part containing unknown quantities and the

second containing quantities which may be calculated

from upstream values and are thus known. Alao we

linearize the equations with respect to the unknown

velocity componente. We then combine the continuity

and momentum equations to give momentum equations

which can be used to calculate the three unknown

velocity components u,. These  equatlons may be written

In the following form

for n=1,2,3



In thee0 equations, the left hand side represents  part

of the convection term (x*v)x. The other part of the

convection term ie due to curvature of the coordinate

system and together with the body force it 18 included

a8 part of the term, Fn, which  la considered known.

The term Involving the atress tensor n la separated

into a pressure term, vlecous terms which contain the

unknown velocity u and addltlonal  vlscoua terms whichn
are also included In the known F,. The choice of

which viscous  terms to take as known and which as

unknown may seem arbitrary. However the above choice

has the advantage that the equations are of the same form.

Thus-when they are expressed In finite difference form

the coefficients of the unknown velocity components are

the same for all three equations. Since the marching

lntegratlon  proceeds in the e1 direction the viscous

terms due to velocity gradients In this direction are

neglected.

Uncoupling the 81 momentum equation

The linearized momentum equations are coupled

together by the pressure  p 80 that the velocity

components also sa.tisfy eontlnuity. The momentum

equation for u1 depends only Indirectly on the transverse

pressure gradienta  3p/ae2, 3P/bS3 and 1s therefore

not sensitive to small error8 in these gradients.

(19)



These transverse pressure  gradients can be estlmeted

using InvIscId streamline curvature calculatlons.

Therefore, In the calculation procedure the preesure 5

In the u1 momentum equation Is distinguished from the

pressure p in the momentum equations for the secondary

flow velocities  u2 and u
3

; and It Is assumed that the

transverse gadients  of 5 are known throu&out  the

flow from streamline curvature calculations made prior

to the marching  integration. The pressure 5 is

corrected uniformly at each step so that, over the

cross-section of the passage, the correct mass flow

is obtained.

The secondary flow momentum equation8-_I_
The momentum equations for the secondary flow

velocities u2 and u3 may be solved In finite difference

form once a pressure distribution is chosen. The

problem Is to chocxe the pressure distribution so that

the velocity components also satisfy continuity.

In the procedure, an estimated pressure distribution

pe Is used to obtain estimates of u2 and u3 . We then

assume that corrections pc In the pressure are related

to corrections, ui and uc, of the
3 velocity components

by the abbreviated momentum equation,

.

(20)



This expression ia substituted Into the Continuity

equation and the resulting  equation for the pressure

correction pc is solved. The improved pressure

eetlmate  pe+ pc ie now used in the momentum equations

to obtain improved values  of u2 and uj. This correction

method can be Improved but It was found eatisfactory

for the present calculations.

The finite difference grid

The number of grid points required are kept to

a mininum  by using a non-uniform.pld spacing  with

linear profiles of the flow propertie  between the grid

points. This allows grid  points to be concentrated In

the near-wall regions where they are required for the

accurate calculation of the secondary flows which

convect fluid with low p*.

The finite  difference equations for continuity

and momentum conservation are formed by integrating

over control volumes with boundaries  midway between

the grid points. These eyuatlone  are Bolved using

the tri-diagonal matrix-algorithm double-sweep method

of eolution. This and other aspects of the procedure

are similar to the Patankar and Spalding  method,

Equation9 for the conservation of energy and other

properties can be written In a form similar to the

momentum equation and thus can be included In the

marching integration procedure.

(21)



Calculation of Flow In-a RotatIn_gRadIal-Flow  PassaRe

The applicability of this procedure to the

calculation of impeller flowe will be demonetrated

by calculating the medium-flow measured by Moore (26).

Moore measured the flow development in the

rotating radial-flow paesage  shown In Figure 1. The

figure shows a schematic and a eectional  view of the

test-section which was mounted on a rotating turntable.

The teat-section had a constant height of 3 In. and the

side walla were radii with an Included angle of 15%

The length of the test-section waa 24 in. and the

square Inlet was at a radius of 12 In. The rotational

speed was 206 RPM.

At the medium flow rate the mean velocity at the

Inlet to the teat section was 54.9 ft/s.  At this flow

rate, Moore measured the three-dimensional flow

dbstributlon,  0.5 In. downatream of the Inlet, and the

results of the measurements are ehuvm in Figure  2. In

the present calculations two flow distributions have

been uoed to start the marching Integration. One

baeed on the measured aaymaetslc  three-dimensIona

velocity distribution at x =0;5 lnchee, and, for

comparison, a second distribution assuming a purely

radial Inlet flow symmetrIca  about the mid-height of

the passage.

Moore's flow was Incompressible and we have

adopted a 8Imple viscosity model which uses the Prandtl

mixing  length to calculate the turbulent contribution

(22)



to the vi8cosLty. The mixing length was taken a8 the

smaller of 0.086 and 0.41 y, where 6 ie the boundary

layer thickness and y is the df8tanCe  to the nearest wall.

Negative values of rtidlal veloc‘lty  were not allowed and

all the velocity components were set to zero at the

walPs. The transverse pressure gradient8 through the

flow were taken as 33 m 2ew$ W = 66 kN/m2 and
382

:g
I= 0, where s2 I: -Y/W and a3t Z/h and the 8ymbOl8

3
are defined in Figure 1. Thl8 value Of6F/a82  18

consistent with Moore'8 measurements which indicated a

constant static pressur e difference between the pressure

and suction side walls.

Symmetrical inlet flow

The velocity distribution at the inlet was ChO80n

to be symmetrical about the mid-height  of the rotating

passaqe and it was assumed that at the Initial etatlon

the flow was radial. The marching lntegrutlon  was

performed for one half of the channel using a 13 by 8

grid and a symmetry condition was applied at the mld-

height plane. The Inlet flow was assumed to consist of

a potential flow core with uniform  stagnatlon pressure

and boundary layers of uniform thickness on each of the

three walls. Inltlally  5 ?olnts represented each

boundary layer proflla, grid points being located at

0, 1, 5, 20 and 100 per cent of the Inlet boundary layer

thickness. The results of the flow calculations are

presented In Flgres 3-7.

Figures 3 and 4 show contours of radial velocity,



as a fraction of the local mean velocity, over six

cross-sectional planes In the channel. A pictorial

representation of the corresponding secondary velocities

Is shown In Figures 5 and 6, and the development of

the radial weloclty at the mid-height plane of the

channel is shown with the measured development in

Figure 7.

Secondary flows transport low momentum fluid from

the pressure side boundary layer into the suction side

layer and these, together with the corresponding

novement  of the potential flow towards the gressure  side,

are shown in Figures 5 and 6. In these calculations

the tangential velocity remained approximately constant

across the top and bottom walls and the initial large

cross flows from the pressure side corners result from

the deceleration of the fluid In these corners due to the

radial adverse pressure gradient. Between x t14.5 Inches

and x ~18.5  inches fluid with radial velocity less than

one half of the mean velocity flow8 from the preesure

side  wall. This fluid and most of the fluid with low p*

accumulates on the suction side and shows an Initial

tendency to move towards the mld-height of the passage

as shown In Flgurea  3 and 4. Streamwise  vortlcltg  is

then generated as seen in the secondary velocities at

x=20.5 inches In Figure 6 and this vortlclty tends to

return the fluid with low p" to its stable location

near the suction side wall In this flow which has a

Rossby  number W/wR, = 0.
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Fluid with low p* lo continually generated along

the pressure side wall and after x ~18.5 inches In the

calculations It Is convected first towards the mid-height,

then towards the suction side and finally It passes close

to the pressure wall as It move8 onto the top or bottom

wall. This calculated pressure side flow Is similar to

Taylor-Goertler  vortex flow with two oomplete  cells

near the mid-height and two 'open" cells in the corners.

It shows the complexity  which can be caused by small

scale effects in impeller flow calculations. This

thickening of the pressure side boundary layer in the

calculation with the symmetrical inlet flow Is shown

In Figure 7 and it was not observed 5.n the experiments.

However, the general agreement between the calculated

and measured radial velocities at the mid-height of the

channel Is good. The wake develops on the suction

side with almilar  shape and size to the measured wake

and It thickens markedly after jrlr'lO.5  Inches as

observed.

Asymmetric  inlet flow

The measured asymmetric Inlet velocity distribution

shown in Figure 2 was used with interpolation and

extrapolation to obtain the initial secondary velocities

shown in Figure 10. The distribution of radial velocity

~88 obtained by using linear Interpolation between the

nine central measurements, extrapolation of the

(25)



potential flow to the boundary layer edges and

boundary layers of unlform thickness on each of the four

walls. The resulting initial condition is necessarily

approximate but it can be used to obtain an estimate

of the Influence of non-uniform Inlet flow on the flow

development, and ideally It should reeult In better

agreement  with the measurements. The reeults of these

flow calculations using a 13 by 13 grid are presented

in Figures 7-11.

Figures 8 and 9 show contours of radial velocity

which may be compared with the contours obtained for the

symmetrical flow shown in Figureo  3 and 4. Similarly,

the calculated secondary velocities shown In Figures 10

and 11 may be compared with the velocities shown in

Figures 5 and 6, and the radial velocity at the mid-

height plane ia shown in Figure 7.

The influence of the asymmetric inlet flow dominates

the flow initially. Figure 10 shows strong secondary

flow Into the top corner on the pressure side, across

the top wall and onto the suction side. The low

momentum fluid builds up In two pockets in the corners

at the top of the channel and these are evident at

~~10.5 inches in Figure 8. Figure 9 then shows the

migration of the fluid from the pressure side pocket

across the top wall to join the bulk of the low

momentum fluid near the centreline in the suction-side

(26)



wake. Here, aa In the symmetric flow calculation,
wake flow extends along the centrellne toward0 the

pressure  side, especially at x ~18.5 lnchea. The secondary

velocltles  shown In Flgure II Indicate that etreamwlae

vortlclty then develops which  tends to return this

fluid to the auction slde and tenda to dlatrlbute  the

wake more uniformly over the suction slda wall.

Figures 8 and 10 also show a comparleon of the

calculated velocity dlatrlbutlon at ~~10.5 Inches with

the measured velocity dletrlbutlon  at x rll Inches.

The radial and the secondary velocities are In extremely

good agreement except near the bottom wall where the

calculated boundary layer thlcknesa and the resulting

tangential velocities are larger than observed. The

relatively low velocities meaaured In the top pressure-

side corner support the calculated accumulation of a

pocket of low momentum fluid, Indeed In taklng the

measurements Moore noted that at the data polnt closeet

to the top wall in this corner the preesure  was "more

unsteady". .

The asymmetrlc  flow calculation gives a thinner

pressure-side boundary layer at the channel mid-height

than calculated for the symmetric flow. This Is shown

In Figure 7, and the difference between the two

calculations may be seen quite clearly by comparing

(27)



Figures 4 and 9. In the asymmetric flow there ie a

relatively  complete transport of boundary layer fluid

from the pressure side wall by secondary flow. The

asymmetric flow calculation also results In an apparently

thicker wake on the suction side at x=14.5  Inches and

x ~18.5 Inches. However, Figure 9 showa that thle  la

mostly due to the local accuaulatlon of fluid with low

I?* on the cent;-ellne  In this calculation, and the

streamwise  vorticity  subsequently reorienta the wake

fluid to give similar wake thicknesses at x ~20.5

inches.

Xoore's  channel was sufficiently long that In both

calculations most of the fluid wfith  low p* had

accumulated on the suction side wall by x=20.5 Inches.

Thus, at this radial location the velocity distributions

are very similar In the two calculations. However, the

development of the flow In the two case8 Is quite

different. The details of the flow development may

well have a al~niflcant  effect on the performance of

centrifugal machines especially If wake fluid has not

reached Its stable location at the Impeller exit.



Concluding  Remarks

It Is clear that centrifugal machines often have

non-uniform flow at the Impeller exit and that this

flow can have a large effect on performance. Fluid

with  low stagnation preaaure  Is found to accumulate

in "wake" flows which are often a eignlficant  fraction

of the ma88 flow through the machine. The calculation

of the size and location of these wake flows involve8

the calculation of the development of complex viscoue

three-dimensional flow in Impeller geometries. A

possible approach to the solution of this problem is

offered by the combination of a marching-integration

procedure for the calculation of parabolic flows with

a streamline curvature calculation of the approximate

characteristica  of the primary flow through the

machine. The ability of a marching integration

procedure to compute a complex three-dimensional flow

with large secondary velocities leading to the

formation of a wake, has been demonstrated. It appears

that an extension  of this procedure to impeller flow

calculations may be facilitated by general. orthogonal

coordlnatee  which have been used in thi8 work.

The Roseby  number W/aRn  which governs the stable

location of wake flow at the impeller exit is based on

the rotation rate w, the relative velocity W a:nd the

radius Rn of the curvature from the axial to the radial

(29)



direction. Large values of this number Indicate that

curvature lo dominant and the stable locatlon  of the

wake Is on the shroud wall. Small values signify the

dominance of rotation and a stable wake location on

the suction  side wall. It is Interesting to note that

low speclflc-speed Impellers tend to have low Rossby

numbers, while high specific speed Impellers tend to

have hi@ Rossby  numbers. C&aalltatlve  understanding of

Impeller flow may be obtained by consideration of the

generation of streamwise  vortlclty.
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Fimare  1. Schematic of Moore’s test section.
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